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PREFACE This book has been prepared
with the purpose of furnishing students of
journahsm and young reporters with a large
collection of typical news stories. For
college classes it may be used as a
textbook. For newspaper workers it is
offered as a handbook to which they may
turn, in a particular case, to find out what
news to get, where to get it, and how to
present it ef- fectively. Every young writer
on a newspaper is called upon to do kinds
of reporting in which he lacks experience.
If, with the aid of an index, he can turn
readily to several instances where more
experienced writers have solved problems
hke his own, he will undertake his new task
with a clearer idea of what to do and how
to do it. For systematic instruction in news
writing it is desirable that students have in
convenient form representative stories for
study and analysis. News- papers, it might
be thought, would furnish this material, but
experience has shown that it is often
difficult to find, in current issues of
newspapers, ex- amples of the particular
kind of story under consideration, and it is
likewise diflftcult to supply every student
in a large class with a copy of the issue that
happens to contain the desired example.
The selection of specimens for this book
has been determined largely by two
considerations: first, that the news which
the story contains should be typical, rather
than extraordinary or freakish; and second,
that the story should present the news
effectively. It has been assumed that the
student must first learn to handle average
news well in order to grapple successfully
with
extraordinary
happenings.
A
considerable part of the book deals with
more or less routine news, because it is
with this type that a large portion of the
reporters work is concerned. Since
newspapers are read rapidly, it has been
taken for granted that a story is most
effective when its structure and style
enable the reader to get the news with the
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least effort and the greatest interest. Many
pieces of news can best be treated in a
simple, concise style, with the essential
facts well massed in a summary lead. Such
straightforward presentation does not mean
that the style must be bald and unoriginal.
The examples illustrative of this purely
informative type of news story are
generally marked by a simplicity and
directness of expression that are
characteristic of good journalistic style. iv
PREFACE Informative news stories in
which the so-called human interest element has been developed have also been
included in considerable number, not only
because they are perennially popular, but
because some news may be presented very
effectively by bringing out its human
interest phases. As a type distinct from
these stories with news of some value are
those entertaining and appealing stories,
containing little or no real news, that are
generally known as feature or human
interest stories. Both of these types
illustrate the application to news writing of
recognized methods of fiction. The use of
these methods is entirely commendable.
The danger for the reporter lies in failure to
discriminate between fiction and its
methods. To use the devices of fiction in
order to portray faithfully actual events is
one thing; to substitute fictitious details in
order to heighten the effect is quite another.
No stories have been included in this book
that are unquestionably fictitious. Some
that may have imaginary details have been
given to furnish material for discussion.
The examples presented here are not put
forward as models for the stu- dent to
imitate in every respect. Few news stories
are perfect in structure and style. The
conditions under which they are written
and edited make careful revision almost
impossible. For the purpose of analysis,
work that is not so well done as it might
have been is valuable as showing the
student what to avoid in his own writing.
The stories have been grouped in ...
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Types of Newspaper Articles for the Freelancer - The Balance There are following different forms of Journalistic
writing the details is as under 1. News writing News writing follows a basic formula there are Types of News Lead SlideShare Campus Journalism - News Writing. 1. The LinkJuly 16, 2012 Vol.1 Issue 1 There are two kinds of lead:
the straight and novelty leads. Different Types of Writing: The Many Forms Writing Can Take Straight news/Hard
news. Stories that report only the most essential information in a concise and impartial manner are referred to as straight
or hard news stories. Features. The primary difference between a feature story and a straight news story is the style.
Editorial. BBC - GCSE Bitesize: Types of newspaper articles This system is useful to the writing of any story, but a
lede that contains all these points . There are many forms of news ledes, but the most common is the 5Ws, Lead in style
- different types of leads - Complete WordPress Backup Leads may combine two or more of the preceding types of
leads. How to write a story, a quick guide to basic news writing! Rookie Writing Effective Leads12 Different
Approaches writingwithcheryl There are five principal types of journalism: investigative, news, reviews, columns and
feature writing. What form of journalism are you interested in? News stories and features, whether in magazine writing
or broadcast news, can be categorized Structures[edit]. Some of the structure types include: Journalism genres Wikipedia Which of these six freelance writing niches fits you best? the highest bidder or publish them on one of any
number of independent news sites. Different forms of Journalistic writing - Mass Communication Talk Lead in
style different types of leads . So if you are writing a news report about a high-profile murder, instead of using a boring
summary How Reporters Use Attribution Correctly - ThoughtCo Writing can come in many different forms, and
each one has different If youve ever read the funnies in the newspaper, youre familiar with Types of journalism Freelance Writing Reporters may be assigned types of stories that require different These assignments can include
things like straight news, analysis, editorials, and features. Guidelines for Writing Different Types of News Articles ePals Writing the Lead Alejandro Ferry Introduction to Lead Writing Every news story begins with an introduction
which is called Kinds of Leads Writing in the Disciplines: Journalism - Various Types of Assignments In writing a
news-feature story with this kind of structure, include the one-feature in to the inverted pyramid design more closely
than any other kinds of news. Tips for Writing 5 Types of Sports Stories - ThoughtCo Learn tips for writing five
different kinds of sports stories: profiles, columns, like: an article about a game that uses a straight-news type of lede. 6
Types of Freelance WriterWhich One Are You? - OneSpace News Writing. Why Major types of stories found in
newspaper andmagazines are:1. Soft news- a News values -a criteria which enable to Types of newspaper articles
Flashcards Quizlet Introduction: A Review of Newspaper Writing as we know it THE SITUATIONER: an article
type whose main mandate is to describe a The Essentials of News Writing - The Balance Here are some examples of
different kinds of attribution. In his book News Reporting and Writing, journalism professor Melvin Mencher News
writing presentation - SlideShare Guidelines for Writing Different Types of News Articles. Writing a Hard News
Piece -- write about an event, person, place with an unbiased perspective. Present Campus Journalism - News Writing
- SlideShare lg#a TYPES OF NEWS WRITING BY WILLARD GROSVENOR BLEYER, Ph.D. Author of ^^
Newspaper Writing and Editing and Professor of Journalism in the Article structure - Wikipedia Just as there are
different kinds of hard-news stories in the journalism individual, and the profile article is one of the staples of feature
writing. News Writing - SlideShare Types of leads in news writing. 1. Types of Leads in News Writing (Various
Patterns) 2. Summary/digest/Straight Leads It brings the central Types of news stories Writing for Strategic
Communication Industries Writers of little talent and scant judgment load their leads with official sources, driver here
has done the same job of a reporter in summarising a news event. Various Types of News Structure FIRST DRAFT.
The term journalism genres refers to various journalism styles, fields or separate genres, in writing accounts of events.
Writing features can be more demanding than writing straight news stories, because while a journalist Gonzo journalism
is a type of journalism popularized by the American writer Hunter S. Thompson, News style - Wikipedia
COVERAGE What is News? The News Writing Elements of News Sources of News Kinds of News Structure of
News Tips for Writing Creative Newspaper Writing IJNet Types of News Leads: Rarely use these Who lead - begins
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with a person. The person is usually not the most important fact of the story. When lead - begins
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